ART IN THE ARCTIC

A CIRCUMPOLAR DISCOVERY

THE ARCTIC
One Ocean Expeditions connects guests with
the Canadian and Norwegian Arctic through
art. The Art in the Arctic program continues
in 2019 as One Ocean Expeditions offers this
unique angle of expedition cruising.
Through artistic impressions from
internationally renowned artists, guests learn
how to view remote areas of the world from
an artistic perspective, combining culture,
wildlife and the history of the region to gain a
deeper understanding. The Art in the Arctic
program offers an exclusive opportunity to
artistically bridge diverse environments only
found above the Arctic Circle, at the top of
the world.

A LIFETIME
EXPERIENCE

CAPTURE YOUR
TRAVEL MOMENTS
THROUGH ART
JOIN CORY TRÉPANIER
ON HIS EXPEDITION TO
THE ARCTIC IN 2019
HIGH ARCTIC EXPLORER
August 02 - 11, 2019

THERE IS ONLY ONE OCEAN

DISCOVER THE NORTH:

WITH OUR ONBOARD ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE

TRAVEL ALONGSIDE INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED ARTISTS
Join artist, filmmaker and explorer Cory Trépanier for a passionate journey into the Arctic. For over
a decade, he has painted and filmed in some the most remote regions of Canada’s North. This
has led to his internationally touring INTO THE ARCTIC exhibition of over 50 oil paintings and 3
films, that premiered at the Embassy of Canada in Washington, DC. Cory will share his passion
for painting the Arctic and guests will have the rare opportunity to be alongside Cory as he paints
and helps others with their artistic creations. Find out more about Cory at www.intothearctic.ca.

CANADIAN ARCTIC
WHERE NATURE RULES & CULTURE TRANSFORMS
The great appeal of this voyage is the immediate immersion into the Arctic wilderness from
the very first day. We achieve this by commencing in Resolute, one of the most northern
outposts in the Canadian Arctic. This stunning 10-day journey is the perfect blend of
wildlife, history, culture and scenery. The long hours of daylight give us maximum time to
explore known wildlife hot spots including one of the largest migratory bird sanctuaries in
the world, at Prince Leopold Island. History is a key focus and we plan on visiting numerous
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) outposts such as Grise Fiord, Craig Harbour and
Dundas Harbour. A highlight for many will be a visit to remote Beechey Island, the final
resting place of several men from Sir John Franklin’s ill-fated expedition in the 1840s. Along
the ice floe edge we encounter beluga and bowhead whales and hope to encounter the
mythical narwhal. Sightings of polar bear can be expected at numerous locations.
SALES: voyages@oneoceanexpeditions.com
MEDIA: media@oneoceanexpeditions.com
AUSTRALIA/NZ: +61 2 9119 2228
NORTH AMERICA: +1 855 416 2326
UK, EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD: +351 962 721 836

